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skirting the law: sudan’s post-cpa arms flows - 2 small arms survey hsba working paper 18 lewis skirting
the law 3 the small arms survey the small arms survey is an independent research project located at the gradeffect of proliferation of small arms and light wea pons ... - rather than cause the insecurity situation in
the niger delta, small arms aided the militants to panic the federal government into accepting development as
the indispensible solution to the niger delta question. a perspective on arms race in asia 1 of 31 - vifindia
- 3 richardson, lewis f. and rashevsky, nicolas and trucco, ernesto; arms and insecurity : a mathematical study
of the causes and origins of war, stevens & sons, london, 1960 a perspective on arms race in asia 5 of 31
defence budgets in the post-cold war era: a spatial ... - 1960 book arms and insecurity by lewis
richardson. there he develops a model where there he develops a model where the defence spending in
country a is a function of the defence spending in country b, new powers, old patterns: dangers of the
naval buildup in ... - about the authors michael d. wallace is professor of political science at the university of
british columbia. dr. wallace has written extensively on the causes of war, arms races, accidental nuclear war,
and nuclear strategy. deterrence and the arms race: the impotence of power - deterrence and the arms
race: the impotence of power jucek wler a. f. k. orgunski, with daniel 1. fox i so much has been done in the
name of nuclear deterrence, so much destructive power built by sudan issue brief - hsba project - arms
proliferation and insecurity in sudan, given that government stocks are a major source of weap-onry for armed
groups (both govern- ment allies and adversaries). the un arms embargo has not prevented weapons from
reaching darfur, due to the unwillingness of the governments of sudan, chad, and other parties to abide by the
terms of the embargo and the lack of robust monitoring by the ... project for section 8.3 modeling arms
races - arms by two nations at time t, then the model has the form where a, b, m, and n are positive constants
while r and s are constants which can be positive or negative. the infleunce of insecurity on socioeconomic development ... - insecurity challenges can be traced to the early years of military rule when
large quantities of arms were imported into the country for the use of the military, during and after the
nigerian civil war, some of which got into the hand of the civilians. soon after the civil war these arms were
used by civilians and ex-military men for . ogadimma chukwubueze arisukwu ; the infleunce of ... from alms
to arms: the almajiri phenomenon and internal ... - from alms to arms: the almajiri phenomenon and
internal security in northern nigeria iro aghedo* and surulola james eke** abstract: state and multinational
efforts aimed at containing jihadist ... lanchester models of mixed & multilateral ghts - lewis fry
richardson, arms and insecurity (1960) ‘a model is useful if a better decision is made with the information it
adds’ wayne p. hughes (1997) dynamical systems as an aid to thought ‘all models are wrong, but some are
useful’ george box (1970s) ‘all that can be proved by mathematics is that certain consequences follow from
certain abstract hypotheses’ lewis fry richardson ... ps 247a quantitative approaches to international
relations - 1 ps 247a quantitative approaches to international relations fall quarter 2004 ssb 104, wednesday
5:00-7:50 pm kristian skrede gleditsch kgleditsch@ucsd, ssb 383 human security baseline assessment
(hsba) publications - symptoms and causes: insecurity and underdevelopment in eastern equatoria (also
available in arabic) number 15, december 2009 supply and demand: arms flows and holdings in sudan (also
available in arabic) modifying us arms sales to reduce civilian harm - lewis, john ismay, jeff abramson,
colby goodman, shannon dick, rahma hussein, sarah holewinski, and many other individuals who wish to
remain anonymous for their review and advice, as well as to laurie blank and the emory university school of
law for their ongoing partnership. rebuilding collective security in the black sea region - insecurity. this
situation is one of the major factors that is driving the repudiation this situation is one of the major factors that
is driving the repudiation of major arms agreements, further lowering the threshold for conflicts. conflict,
instability, and resilience in nigeria - gsdrc - often violent politics (lewis & watts, 2013, p.10). ethnic,
religious, regional, and sub-ethnic (communal) ethnic, religious, regional, and sub-ethnic (communal) identities
mark the fault-lines along which political claims and violent conflicts are made. defence budgets in the postcold war era: a spatial ... - the modelling of defence budgets as action–reaction processes is traced back to
the 1960 book arms and insecurity by lewis richardson (1960). there he develops a model where american
cyber insecurity: the growing danger of cyber attacks - american cyber insecurity: the growing danger
of cyber attacks chris brown, desmond lee, colin scott, daniel strunk !! 1! “there is no penalty to attacking us
now. we have to figure out how to change that.” retired general james cartwright, former vice-chairman of the
joint chiefs of staff1 “which cyber-exploitation activities (if any) might the united states be willing to give up in
... distributed by: technical information service u. s ... - arms races see steadily larger arms levels and
defense budgets (in real terms), whereas normal military activity is an average of levels over vears with or
without great sm a l l a r m s s u r v e y 2 0 0 1 - about the small arms survey the small arms survey is an
independent research project located at the graduate institute of international studies in geneva, switzerland.
security addressing international governance challenges ... - studies (lewis, 2009: 47-49) show that
there is an abundance of salw in uganda, the democratic republic of the congo (drc) and chad that find their
way into southern sudan. many communities take advantage of the wide availability of small arms to establish
community military formations with the aim of forcefully acquiring property from neighbouring communities.
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the result is a cycle of ... real-life applications of odes for undergraduates - cezar lupu - which were
originally derived by lewis fry richardson, describing the relationship between two nations or two alliances that
deem war to be imminent. for educational purposes, we provide mathematical history background. lewis fry
richardson (1881-1953, figure 2, [15]) was one of the pioneers to use a mathematical model to analyse arms
races and international relations. richardson devoted half ... editor's note - unidir - editor’s note the
dynamics of small arms and light weapons traffic, circulation and use in west africa are complex, and result in
a tangled web of regional insecurity, violence, illicit acts and criminal networks. dbpia-nurimedia - book.aks
- -e, wallace m. d. , arms race and escalation: some new evidence, social science history association, 1977 22)
singer david, 'man and world politics: the psycho-cultural interface', journal of peter moore canadian centre
for foreign policy development ... - seriously contribute to new insecurity and results in offensive arms
developments, • nmd deployment will do extraordinary, long-term harm to the international security
environment, european action on small arms, light weapons and explosive ... - 1 european action on
small arms, light weapons and explosive remnants of war speaking notes for patricia lewis, director unidir
brussels conference, opening session in european parliament, international system and foreign policy
approaches ... - tics concerns arms race processes. the most familiar is the richardson the most familiar is
the richardson process model, named after lewis richardson. 7 richardson's model india and pakistan, a
classic “richardson” arms race: a ... - figure 1 : the arms race between india and pakistan, from 1993
onwards. but the relationship between the coefficients a, b, c & f and equations (6) is never fully clear.
requirements for effective security sector reform - 17 requirements for effective security sector reform
patricia lewis∗ the reasons and extent for any reform of the security sector is determined by an cyber
insecurity: competition, conflict, and innovation ... - unchecked, cyber insecurity has the potential to
drive military competition, fuel distrust over increasing cyber espionage, increase chances for conflict, and to
curb technical innovation. attributing cyber-attacks is difficult. book reviews - science - lewis f. richardson.
quincywrightandc. c. lienau, eds. boxwood press, pitts-burgh, pa.; quadrangle books, chi-cago, ill., 1960. xlvi
+373 pp. $12.50. the english physicist and mathe- matician lewis f. richardson (1881-1953) was engaged for
many years on the monumental task of constructing a purely objective, mathematical and physical theory of
peace and war. these volumes, previously available ... implementing the women, peace & security
agenda & reducing ... - hannah lewis, pacific island small arms action group, australia henri myrttinen,
international alert, uk jasmin nario galace, we act 1325/centre for peace education, philippines jennifer peirce,
phd student and consultant, usa/ canada jovana carapic, small arms survey, switzerland luigi de martino,
geneva declaration secretariat, switzerland luz mendez, unión nacional de mujeres guatemaltecas ... human
rights in darfur: winners and losers in the search ... - human rights in darfur: winners and losers in the
search for justice? by john lewis introduction the conflict in darfur may be the first conflict to result from a
america's search for a technological solution to the arms ... - solution to the arms race: ... eisenhower
and the national insecurity state,” american historical review 94 (october 1989): 963–89. in the latter work
brands emphasizes the ambivalence, passivity, and sometime confusion of eisenhower’s leadership. the author
argues that the inadequacies of the president’s leadership contributed to unprecedented increases in american
defense spending ... contemporary threats to international peace and security - the first paper, “into
the long war: contemporary threats to international peace and security,” was presented thursday evening by
dr. paul rogers from the department of peace studies at bradford university, uk. df title pages e f - eth z - 5
regional paths to a nuclear-weapon-free world during the late 1950s and early 1960s, as the cold war nuclear
arms race intensified, further nwfz proposals were advanced for a number of regions, including africa, east asia
and europe. the long peace: elements of stability in the postwar ... - the long peace elements of
stability in the postwar international system i should like to begin this essay with a fable. once upon a time,
there was a great war that involved school of international, political and strategic studies ... - insecurity
in the southern highlands 2 the problem. there is limited police presence in remote communities to address
growing security concerns.5 village courts form the in the line of fire: a gender perspective on small
arms ... - the insecurity and uncertainty incited by the prevalence of these weapons lead to more gun
ownership, increasing the recourse to armed violence as a means to resolve conflicts. global security and
international political economy - global security and international political economy contents volume i
global security 1 pinar bilgin, bilkent university, ankara, turkey no. 1 ucdp papers - pcr.uu - lewis richardson
was also active in this era, compiling a catalogue of conflicts that was finished in the 1940s. this was not
published, however, until after his death when wright and other academics succeeded in having his work
issued in two volumes arms and insecurity and statistics of deadly quarrels (both 1960). in particular,
richardson focused on measuring the magnitude of wars in terms ... challenges for non-proliferation and
disarmament in the ... - however, insecurity characterises the domain of information communications
technology with security concerns fixed upon the malicious employment of icts by states as instruments of
warfare and intelligence. this has fuelled what may be loosely termed a cyber-arms race among a small
number of states generating an environment of uncertainty and mistrust for all. in 2012, in a mcafee released
the ... rational choice and politics - sage publications - l. f. richardson, arms and insecurity (pittsburgh,
boxwood, 1960, written c. 1919). a a collected edition of richardson’s scientific papers is in preparation
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(cambridge university press). cost benefit analysis of salw destruction versus storage - analysis of salw
destruction versus storage, a practical tool to help governments, and international and regional organizations
make cost- effective and realistic decisions about surplus small arms and light weapons international
relations, 7/e sample chapter - international conflict 169 the causes of war the roman writer seneca said
nearly 2,000 years ago: “of war men ask the outcome, not the cause.”1 this is not true of political scientists.
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